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Abstract—We consider a next generation wireless network
incorporating a base station a set of typically low-cost and faulty
Reconfigurable Intelligent Surfaces (RISs). The base station needs
to select the path including the RIS to provide the maximum
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) to the user. We study the effect of
the number of elements, distance and RIS hardware failure on
the path outage probability, and based on the known signal
propagation model at high frequencies, derive the closed-form
expression for the said probability of outage. Numerical results
show the path outage likelihood as function of the probability of
hardware failure of RIS elements, the number of elements, and
the distance between mobile users and the RIS.

I. INTRODUCTION

Reconfigurable intelligent surfaces (RISs) are becoming an
integral system component in millimeter-wave (mmW) and
Terahertz (THz) communications, aimed at solving the prob-
lem of considerable volatility of transmission due to physical
obstacles by reflecting the wireless links around the obsta-
cles [1], [2]. In addition, RIS partitioning into sub-surfaces,
whereby each sub-surface consists of a number of adjacent
reflecting elements, allows the creation of multiple paths for
multi-user and reliability scenarios [3], [4]. On the other hand,
the susceptibility of individual RIS elements, referred to as
unit cells or meta-atoms, to failures is already a well-known
concern [5]. Faulty RIS elements can lead to degradation in the
antenna radiation pattern, and in more severe cases, impact the
entire functionality of RIS meta-surface elements. To ensure
reliable RIS-aided networks in practical scenarios, it is critical
to design link and path selection schemes that account for
outage due to RIS meta-surface failures.

In this paper, we provide a novel analysis of the outage
probability of wireless paths due to a) RIS hardware failure
and b) connection degradation due to obstacles, both stationary
and mobile. We analyse and obtain a closed-form of the
instantaneous channel state information (CSI) model of an
end-to-end communication system including base station as
transmitter, RIS (as an intermediate node) and user as receiver.
In our approach, the base station does not need to consider
an instant CSI, and the "best" RIS can be selected based
on outdated CSI. We formulate the SNR model using the
instantaneous CSI and analyse the partial best path selection.
We derive a closed-form expression of the outage probability
for an arbitrary path in terms of the modified Bessel function
of the second kind. We also study the effect of RIS hardware
failure. Thus, the closed-form expression is dependent on
the failure probability of RIS elements, the existence of

physical obstacle, devices characteristics, and the length of
the individual links. We show that the analysis can be used to
quantify the impact of the blockages and penetration losses as
well as the RIS hardware failure on the outage probability
for arbitrary paths. We show that at a signal-to-noise-ratio
(SNR) approaching zero, the presence of obstacles and the
failure probability of RIS elements majorly affect the outage
probability. A more reliable connection can be obtained at
a large enough RIS device vs. a communication distance, in
consideration of the RIS with strongly correlated elements and
their likelihood of failure. This is due to the outage probability
having a comparably lower values given a certain minimum
number of RIS meta-surface elements.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
presents the related work. Section III provides the system
model and Section IV the outage probability analysis. Section
V discusses numerical results. Section VI concludes the paper.

II. RELATED WORK

Several studies focused on the outage probability in RIS-
aided communications, including [6]–[9]. In [6], the authors
has analysed the outage probability of a RIS-aided system,
where the RIS with highest SNR value is selected. Their results
showed that the number of RISs and the number of reflecting
elements are crutial for the capacity scaling law of multiple
RIS-aided networks. In our work, a partial path selection
approach was adopted, meaning that the paths with the best
SNR value between the RIS and the user are selected to
support the communication.In [9], a large intelligent surfaces
(LISs), which can be placed in structures like walls, has
been studied as a solution for reliable communication. The
outage probability of LIS was characterized, where the closed-
form was derived. The authors investigated the distribution
of uplink sum-rate asymptotically in terms of number of LIS
elements. A similar channel modeling is used in our work, and
additionally the failure of elements and links will be integrated
into the closed-form of outage probability. From a channel
modelling perspective, the fading channel is time varying,
which make it important to adopt the scenario of an outdated
CSI, as the instant CSI is hard to obtain in real communication
systems. Recent work [10] adopted imperfect with outdated
channel estimates to analyse the outage probability of the best
RIS selection in a RIS-assisted network for vehicular commu-
nications, while dealing with the problem of RIS selection in a
single hop system. The closed form of outage probability was
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derived in several specific communication scenario including
relays [11]–[13], and recently RISs [10], [14]. Similar CSI
model of [10] was adopted in our work, where we assumed
equal amplitude between elements of same RIS to obtain a
closed form expression of SNR and thus of the outage. The
consideration of faulty elements for path selection was first
introduced in our previous work [15], and to the best of our
knowledge, this work is the first to consider the failure of RIS
elements and connection degradation to analyse the outage
probability of the RIS-aided path. Without loss of generality
the obtained outage probability closed form can be applied to
both single hop and multi-hop system.

III. SYSTEM MODEL

We assume a communication scenario, consisting of a single
antenna transmitter (TX) representing a base station (B), N dif-
ferent RISs, and a single antenna receiver (RX), representing
a mobile user (U), as illustrated in Fig. 1.a. We assume that an
element of a RIS can fail with a probability p and a connection
can degrade due the presence of an obstacle, as shown in
Fig.1.b. It is assumed that each RIS is partitioned into J sub-
surface block, where each block is operating as an independed
RIS located in the same position. This assumption allows the
RIS to be used to serve mutiple users by configuring the phase
shift of each RIS block in order to reflect the signal to a certain
location, denoting by Rk,j the jth block of the kth RIS. A RIS is
assumed to have M sub-wavelength-sized reflecting elements,
where each element has a square shape of size L×L. As the
RIS has J equal blocks, we denote by M ′ = M

J the number
of elements in each block. When J is set to 1, the RIS is
operating as a signle block serving a single user at a time.
The direct link between B and U is considered not available
due to obstacles, and the line-of-sight LoS links consist of U -
to-Rk,j and Rk,j-to-B. Let the channel coefficients of the LoS
links from user U by the base station B of RIS block Rk,j ,
be denoted as a vector hRk,jB = [h1

Rk,jB
, ..he

Rk,jB
, ..hM ′

Rk,jB
],

where he
Rk,jB

is the channel coefficient related to the ele-
ment e, and hURk,j

= [h1
URk,j

, ..., he
URk,j

, ..., hM ′

URk,j
], where

k ∈ {1, ..., N}, j ∈ {1, ..., J}, and e ∈ {1, ...,M ′}.
The received signal at the user U from base station B

through the RIS block Rk,j is expressed as:

yU(Rk,j) = hT
URk,j

C
1
2

(k,j)Ψ(k,j)C
1
2

(k,j)hRk,jBx+NU(Rk,j)

=

M ′∑
l=1

M ′∑
s=1

M ′∑
m=1

√
al,s(k,j)al,m(k,j)h

s
URk,j

hm
Rk,jB

eiΨm(k,j)


× x+NU(Rk,j) (1)

where x is the transmitted signal received by the user U and
sent from the base station B with transmit power P, NU(Rk,j)

is the AWGN power at user U. We denote by C(k,j) =
{al,s(k,j)}l,s∈[1,M ′]2 the correlation coefficients matrix, and
al,s(k,j) is the correlation coefficient between the lth and
sth elements of jth block of the kth RIS Rk,j , such that
al,s(k,j) = 1 if l = s, and al,s(k,j) ∈ [0, 1],∀i, j ∈ [[1, n]]2.

Ψ(k,j) is the phase matrix induced by Rk,j , and Ψm(k,j)

describes the mth adjustable phase induced by the jth block
of the kth RIS Rk,j .

U
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U
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Figure 1: The reference RIS-assited wireless network system: a. system
architecture, b. hardware failure and connection degradation case.

A. CSI Model

The channel coefficients of the U -to-Rk,j and Rk,j-to-B
links through the element e are defined as follows:

he
URk,j

=gURk,j
e−iθe

k,j

√
(dURk,j

)−δk,j(f),

he
Rk,jB

=gRk,jBe
−iΦe

k,j

√
(dRk,jB)

−δk,j(f)
(2)

where gURk,j
and gRk,jB represents, respectively, the gains for

the U -to-Rk,j and Rk,j-to-B links, assuming that all elements
of the block has the same gain, e−iθe

k,j and e−iΦe
k,j represents

the normalized LoS channel states, with distances dURk,j
and

dRk,jB and the channel phases θek,j and Φe
k,j for the U -to-Rk,j

and Rk,j-to-B links through the element e, δk,j(f) is the path
loss exponent for the operating frequency f of the signal.
We assume that the distance between RIS blocks is much lower
that the distance between the base station B and RISs and
between the user U and RISs, thus the differene of power
gain between the blocks of the same RIS is negligeable and
can be considered equal.

The channel coefficient at the user U through RIS block
Rk,j can be assumed as, similar to [10], but assuming that the
gain is similar at all elements:

hU(Rk,j) = gURk,j
gRk,jB

×

M ′∑
l=1

M ′∑
s=1

M ′∑
m=1

√
al,s(k,j)al,m(k,j)(dURk,j

dRk,jB)
−δk,j

× ei(Ψm(k,j)−θs
k,j−Φm

k,j)
)

(3)

B. SNR model

The instantaneous SNR between the user U and the block
j of RIS k is given by:

ιURk,j
=

Pν|hURk,j
|2

N0
(4)

where the transmitter sends with source power P and N0

denotes the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) power,
ν is a coefficient related to the impact of the existence of an
obstacle, and hURk,j

is defined by eq. (2).



Considering the selected path from the base station B to
the user U, and using the channel definition in eq. (3), the
instantaneous SNR corresponding to the block j of RIS k is
given as:

ιU(Rk,j) =
Pν|hU(Rk,j)|2

N0

= Ω · |gURk,j
|2|gRk,jB |2|

M ′∑
l=1

M ′∑
s=1

M ′∑
m=1

ζk,jl,s,m,U |
2 (5)

where Ω and ζk,jl,s,m,U are defined as follows:

Ω =
Pν

N0
and

ζk,jl,s,m,U =
√

al,s(k,j)al,m(k,j)(dURk,j
dRk,jB)

−δk,j

× ei(Ψm(k)−θs
k,j−Φm

k,j) (6)

After simplifying the term with square of summations, the
previous form can be re-written as follows:

ιU(Rk,j) =Ω · |gURk,j
|2|gRk,jB |2

M ′∑
l=1

M ′∑
s=1

M ′∑
m=1

|ζk,jl,s,m,U |
2

+2

M ′∑
(l,s,m,l′,s′,m′)∈Ξ

ηk,jl,s,m,l′,s′,m′,U


(7)

where |ζk,jl,s,m,U |2 = al,s(k,j)al,m(k,j)(dURk,j
dRk,jB)

−δk,j ,

ηk,jl,s,m,l′,s′,m′,U = ζk,jl,s,m,Uζ
k,j
l′,s′,m′,U

=
√
al,s(k,j)al,m(k,j)al′,s′(k,j)al′,m′(k,j)(dURk,j

dRk,jB)
−δk,j

× cos((Ψm(k,j) − θsk,j −Φm
k,j)− (Ψm′(k,j) − θs

′

k,j −Φm′

k,j))
(8)

and
∑M ′

(l,s,m,l′,s′,m′)∈Ξ =∑M ′

l=1

∑M ′

s=1

∑M ′

m=1

∑M ′

l′=1

∑M ′

s′=1

∑M ′

m′=1 where Ξ follows
the conditions given as:

Ξ =


(l ̸= l′) ∩ (s ̸= s′) ∩ (m ̸= m′)

m < l′

(m = l′) ∩ (l < s) ∩ (m′ ≤ s′)

(m ≤ l′) ∩ (l ≤ s) ∩ (m′ > s′)

(9)

C. Element failure model

We consider the possibility of RIS element failure. Let 1ek,j
be an indicator of whether an element e fails or not; 1ek,j = 1 if
element e in RIS block Rk,j does not fail and 0 otherwise. We
denoted by P [1ek,j = 0] = p,∀e ∈ [1, ...,M ′] the probability
that element e of a RIS block fails, Q be the number failed
elements.

Proposition 1. The probability mass function PQ;M ′(q) that
q element out of M ′ fails is given as follows:

P (Q = q) = Cq
M ′p

q(1− p)M
′−q (10)

Proof. The random variable Q is assumed to follow the
binomial distribution with parameters M ′ ∈ N and p ∈ [0, 1],
Q ∼ B(M ′, p). The probability of getting exactly q failed
element is equivalent to getting q successes in M ′ independent
Bernoulli trials, with the same rate p, and can be given by the
probability mass function.

D. Path selection

We assume that the base station B has a perfect knowledge
of the RF channels, which allows it to select the RIS providing
the highest CSI. The base station periodically receives CSIs
feedback from the N RISs considering that some RISs could
fail due to an obstacle.

In this paper, we consider that a RIS Controller can read
the signal received at the RIS with an active element, decide
the best RIS block to select and forward the information to
the base station B to adjust the arrays accordingly. We assume
that only the user to RIS link is considered for the selection,
and the selection RIS block is given by:

(k∗, j∗) = argmax
k,j

(ιURk,j
(T )) (11)

Thus, the selected path in a 1 hop scenario, would be B →
Rk∗,j∗ → U .

IV. OUTAGE PROBABILITY ANALYSIS

The outage probability of the communication channel is
defined as the probability that a certain target data rate cannot
be supported by the system. It can be computed as the the
probability that the overall SNR ιU(Rk,j) being lower than a
threshold, γT = 22r − 1, where r represents the target rate.

A. Outage considering connection degradation

Proposition 2. The outage probability of a RIS-assisted path
is given by eq. (17), where K1(·) is the 1st order modified
Bessel function of the second kind.

Proof. In our mobile scenario, the outage probability is de-
fined as the cdf FιU(Rk,j)

(γT ), given by:

FιU(Rk,j)
(γT ) = Pr (ιU(Rk,j) < γT )

= Pr (|gURk,j
|2|gRk,jB |2 <

γT
ΥU,k,j

)

=

∫ ∞

0

Pr
(
|gURk,j

|2y <
γT

ΥU,k,j

)
f|gRk,jB

|2(y)dy

=

∫ ∞

0

F|gURk,j
|2

(
γT

yΥU,k,j

)
f|gRk,jB

|2(y)dy (12)

where the parameter ΥU,k,j is defined as:

ΥU,k,j =Ω

M ′∑
l=1

M ′∑
s=1

M ′∑
m=1

|ζk,jl,s,m,U |
2

+2

M ′∑
(l,s,m,l′,s′,m′)∈Ξ

ηk,jl,s,m,l′,s′,m′,U

 (13)



We assume that the outdated CSI h̃URk,j
and h̃Rk,jB are

following the Rayleigh distribution [16], assuming that all
elements of the same RIS block have the same CSI. Assuming
that |g̃URk,j

|2 ∼ Exp( 1
λU

) where 1
λU

represents the rate
parameter i.e. λU represents the average SNR per link. In
addition, |g̃Rk,jB |2 ∼ Exp( 1

λB
) where 1

λB
is the rate parameter.

The PDF and the CDF of the outdated CSI corresponding to
one reflecting element from the block j of RIS k of the first
link from user U to RIS are given by:

f|g̃URk,j
|2(x) =

1

λU
e
− x

λU (14)

F|g̃URk,j
|2(x) = 1− e

− x
λU (15)

The distributions of the outdate CSI |g̃URk,j
|2 and the instan-

taneous CSI |gURk,j
|2 are correlated exponential distributions

[11], thus the joint pdf is given by:

f|gURk,j
|2,|g̃URk,j

|2(x, y) =
e
− x+y

(1−ρ21)λU

(1− ρ21)λ
2
U

I0

(
2
√
λ2
Uxy

(1− ρ21)λU

)
(16)

where I0() is the zero-order modified Bessel function of the
first kind.

FιU(Rk,j)
(γT ) =

N2J2(1− ρ21)

λB

NJ−1∑
s=0

NJ−1∑
s′=0

(−1)s+s′Cs
NJ−1C

s′

NJ−1

(λ2
U + s+ sρ21 + 1)(s′ + s′ρ22 + 1)

[
(s′ + s′ρ22 + 1)(1− ρ22)λB

(λ2
B + s′ + s′ρ22 + 1)

−

√
4(λ2

U + s+ sρ21 + 1)(s′ + s′ρ22 + 1)(1− ρ22)λBγT
(λ2

B + s′ + s′ρ22 + 1)(s+ sρ21 + 1)(1− ρ21)λUΥU,k,j

×K1

(√
4(λ2

U + s+ sρ21 + 1)(λ2
B + s′ + s′ρ22 + 1)γT

(s+ sρ21 + 1)(1− ρ21)(s
′ + s′ρ22 + 1)(1− ρ22)λBλUΥU,k,j

)] (17)

The pdf of the instantaneous SNR of the link between the
user U and the block j of RIS k is given as:

f|gURk,j
|2(x) =

∫ ∞

0

f|gURk,j
|2| |g̃URk,j

|2(x|y)f|g̃URk,j
|2(y)dy

(18)
The conditional pdfs f|gURk,j

|2| |g̃URk,j
|2(.|.) are all identical

for all k, j due to the fact that |gURk,j
|2 and |g̃URk,j

|2 are i.i.d.
RVs. Thus the conditional pdfs can be expressed as follows:

f|gURk,j
|2| |g̃URk,j

|2(x|y) =
f|gURk,j

|2,|g̃URk,j
|2(x, y)

f|g̃URk,j
|2(y)

(19)

Thus, we substitute (14) and (16) into (19) to obtain the
following expression:

f|gURk,j
|2| |g̃URk,j

|2(x|y) =
e
− x+ρ21y

(1−ρ21)λU

(1− ρ21)λU
I0

(
2
√
λ2
Uxy

(1− ρ21)λU

)
(20)

The cdf of outdated CSI |g̃URk,j
|2 can be given as follows:

F|g̃URk,j
|2(x) =

N∑
i=1

J∑
s=1

Pr(|g̃URk,j
|2 ≤ x ∩ k = i, j = s)

= NJ Pr(|g̃URk,j
|2 ≤ x ∩ k = i, j = s)

= NJ

∫ x

0

f|g̃URk,j
|2(y) Pr(k = i, j = s| |g̃URk,j

|2 ≤ y)dy

(21)

Given that the best selection considers only the link between
the user U and the RIS devices, the link between the base
station B and the RISs is not taken into consideration. In

addition, we consider all paths have the same distribution and
using eq. (15), the cdf can be given as:

F|g̃URk,j
|2(x) = NJ

∫ x

0

f|g̃URk,j
|2(y)[Fh̃UR

(y)]NJ−1dy

= NJ

∫ x

0

f|g̃URk,j
|2(y)[1− e

− y
λU ]NJ−1dy

= NJ

NJ−1∑
s=0

(−1)sCs
NJ−1

∫ x

0

f|g̃URk,j
|2(y)e

− sy
λU dy

= NJ

NJ−1∑
s=0

(−1)sCs
NJ−1

s+ 1
(1− e

− (s+1)x
λU ) (22)

Hence, we differentiate the obtained cdf F|g̃URk,j
|2(x) to get

the outdated CSI pdf given by:

f|g̃URk,j
|2(x) =

d

dx
F|g̃URk,j

|2(x)

=
NJ

λU

NJ−1∑
s=0

(−1)sCs
NJ−1e

− (s+1)x
λU

(23)

By replacing eq. (23) and eq. (20) into eq. (24) we derive the
pdf of the instantaneous CSI as:

f|gURk,j
|2(x) =

∫ ∞

0

f|gURk,j
|2|g̃URk,j

|2(x|y)f|g̃URk,j
|2(y)dy

=
NJ

(1− ρ21)λ
2
U

NJ−1∑
s=0

(−1)sCs
NJ−1

∫ ∞

0

e
− x+(s+sρ21+1)y

(1−ρ21)λU

× I0

(
2
√
λ2
Uxy

(1− ρ21)λU

)
dy (24)



Using the identity in [17] eq. (6.643.4), where we set n =

0, ν = 0, α =
s+sρ2

1+1

(1−ρ2
1)λU

, β
√
x

1−ρ2
1

, the closed form of the pdf is
given as:

f|gURk,j
|2(x) =

NJ

λU

NJ−1∑
s=0

(−1)sCs
NJ−1

s+ sρ21 + 1
×e

− (λ2
U+s+sρ21+1)x

(s+sρ21+1)(1−ρ21)λU

(25)
Using the closed form of the pdf in (25), The cdf of |gURk,j

|2
is given as:

F|gURk,j
|2(x) = NJ(1− ρ21)

NJ−1∑
s=0

(−1)sCs
NJ−1

λ2
U + s+ sρ21 + 1

×

(
1− e

− (λ2
U+s+sρ21+1)x

(s+sρ21+1)(1−ρ21)λU

)
(26)

Due to symmetry, the closed form of the CSI pdf and cdf of
|gURk,j

|2 and |g̃URk,j
|2 is given by (25) and (26), respectively,

by interchaning ρ1 with ρ2 and λU with λB .
Hence, we can evaluate the outage probability by substitut-
ing (26) and (25) into (12) and using the identity in [17]
eq. (3.324.1), where we set γ =

(λ2
B+s′+s′ρ2

2+1)

(s′+s′ρ2
2+1)(1−ρ2

2)λB
and

β =
4(λ2

U+s+sρ2
1+1)γT

(s+sρ2
1+1)(1−ρ2

1)λUΥU,k,j
, yielding eq. (17).

B. Outage considering Element failure

Considering that in practical system, the RIS hardware is
vulnerable to hardware failures, we assume that the outage
probability can be dependent on the state of the RIS elements.

Without loss of generality, we assume that the first q
elements fail, which means that we have M ′ − q operating
elements in RIS block Rk,j starting from element index q+1.
Using the theorem of total probability, the outage probability
FιU(Rk,j)

(γT ) can be given by:

FιU(Rk,j)
(γT ) =

M ′∑
q=0

P (Q = q)F q
ιU(Rk,j)

(γT ) (27)

where F q
ιU(Rk,j)

(γT ) is the outage probability when k elements
of the RIS block Rk,j are failed.

V. NUMERICAL EVALUATION

In this section, numerical results are presented to verify
and validate the correctness of the obtained closed form
expressions and evaluate the impact of the main system
parameters on the performance and reliability. We consider
a set of N = 4 RISs, with M = 30 elements, and J = 4
partitions. We consider a source power P = 30 dB, a noise
AWGN power N0 = 10 dB, a correlation coefficient between
instantaneous and outdated CSI of user-RIS link and RIS-BS
link ρ1 = ρ2 = 0.1, the distance dURk,j

= dRk,jB = 4 m, and
the phase shifts are random.

Fig. 2 shows the outage of the best RIS as a function of the
normalized average SNR of U-RIS and RIS-B, for different
value of element failure probability. The results shows that
the outage probability decreases as the SNR increases for all

values of failure. Also, it increase with the increase of failure
probability p of each RIS element, which quantifies how a
lower number of elements is impacting the transmitted signal.
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Figure 2: Outage probability of best RIS vs the normalized average SNR of
U-RIS and RIS-B, with different probability of failures, for dURk,j

= 4 m.

Fig. 3 shows the outage of the best RIS as a function
of the normalized average SNR of U-RIS and RIS-B, for
different value of element failure probability and considering
the presence or abscence of an obstacle with ν = 0.1. It
is observed that the presence of obstacle start impacting the
outage when the average SNR is slighly higher than 0.5 dB,
and a higher element failure cause a higher outage probability.
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Figure 3: Outage probability of best RIS vs the normalized average SNR of
U-RIS and RIS-B, with different reliability scenarios, for dURk,j

= 4 m.

Fig. 4 shows the outage of the best RIS as a function
of number of elements, where γT = 3 and λU = 0.05,
considering different values of ρ, the correlation coefficient
between outdated and instantaneous CSI, and correlation be-
tween elements. For weakly correlated elements and ρ ≤ 0.5,
the outage is high for all sizes of RIS, and low when the
correlation is strong. For strongly correlation elements, we
observe that the outage decreases at a certain number of
elements, M = 50 for a 4 m distance, meaning that the
received power achieves the target SNR at a certain RIS size.

Fig. 5 shows the outage of the best RIS as a function of
user-RIS distance, with and without obstacle. For ρ ≤ 0.5,
the outage is high for distance higher than 3 m in presence
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Figure 4: Outage probability of best RIS vs number of elements M

of obstacle and 5 m without an obstacle. When ρ = 0.9, the
correlation is strong and the outage is low for all distances.
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Figure 5: Outage probability of best RIS vs distance dURk,j
with and

without obstacle, γT = 3 and λU = 0.05

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed a novel analysis of the outage
probability of wireless paths, considering RIS hardware failure
and connection degradation due to obstacles. We analysed and
obtained a closed-form of the instantaneous CSI model of a
communication system with a base station, RISs and user.
We formulate the SNR model using the instantaneous CSI
and analyse the partial best path selection, using the "best"
RIS selected based on outdated CSI. We derived a closed-
form expression of the outage probability for an arbitrary
path, considering the effect of RIS hardware failure and signal
degradation due to obstacles. The analysis can be used to
quantify the impact of the blockages and the RIS failure on the

outage probability. The results shows at a SNR approaching
zero, the presence of obstacles and the failure probability of
RIS elements highly affect the outage probability. a large
enough RIS device vs. a communication distance provides
a more reliable connection, considering a RIS with strongly
correlated elements and their likelihood of failure.
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